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This being a "Used" product also means the access code is 100% worthless. Access to the online

training environment is not reusable. Once used by the previous owner, that's that. I ordered this 1

week before my class began. I tried getting online when it finally arrived 4 days into my 1st week of

class; but, as I said, that was not authorized (so said the error message when I tried several times).

I'm now 3 weeks into my class and, although I eventually got access by paying for an access

account directly at the MyStatLab site, I'm still trying to catch up to where I should be due to wasting

my time and effort on this useless product.

I got my access code today, it was not opened or anything but... The access code did not work, I

tried many ways following the instructions and also IT. I guess I wasn't lucky enough to get an

access code that worked, I had to purchase one somewhere else.

This access code is not valid for my class. The appearance on the code package was exactly the

same so I'm not sure why it's not working. The ISBN did not match exactly, but my book store had it

in a package with a text book - so I assumed it would still work. I hope I can get my money back and

I am now debating whether or not to purchase the code for about the same price online from

Pearson themselves. Which is what I should have done in the first place.



I purchased the access code for my statistics class. The card says the code is for MyStatLab, and

my class uses MyMathLab so I panicked in the beginning, but I asked the teacher and she said the

code will work for both. She was right, MyStatLab is the same as MyMathLab. I was able to use the

code with no issues. Just make sure you purchase a NEW code, not a used one.

The package said that it provides access to both MyStatLab and StatCrunch. I ended up having to

buy access to StatCrunch separately, because the greedy Pearson company decided that even

though the package promised access, they weren't going to give it to me.

This specific product costed about 115 dollars in my campus bookstore. I was really happy to find it

much cheaper on here. Make sure you buy a new one and not a used one. Mine was new and the

code worked great! I would highly recommend buying this product if you have a stats class!

I was very suspicious about buying my access kit online for my stats class because of some reviews

saying the code did not work. But for $64 versus the $115 my school library was selling it for, I took

the risk. Let me make it clear, I bought a NEW kit, not used! It is very "duh" that the code won't work

if it is used! I just logged on and entered my NEW code, it worked! I am now registered for my

teacher's class! Fast shipping too, I had my kit within a few days- before my class started. Happy

customer!

I was a little hesitant buying this product because I wasn't sure it would deliver. The package comes

with an access code for my Statistics class and I wondered if the code was going to be in the

package and if it would be the right code. Needless to say my concerns were unfounded. The

access code was in the package and it worked. I am very happy with this purchase and would

recommend its purchase to all students. And the price is unbeatable.I am very satisfied with my

purchase.
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